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Gazit-Globe Expands Its Operations In Europe, Acquires Shopping Center In 

Hamburg, Germany 

 
Gazit-Globe announced today the closing of an acquisition of a shopping center in 

Hamburg, Germany. The cost of the acquisition, amounting to € 33 million, has been 

settled in cash. This acquisition represents the Company’s initial entry into the 

shopping center sector in Germany and was performed as part of its strategy to bolster 

European operations in the shopping center sector. 

 

The center is a neighborhood shopping center (Fachmarkt centrum), the construction 

of which was recently completed. The center has G.L.A of 12,252 square meters and 

is located in a growth urban area in the northeastern suburbs of Hamburg, adjacent to 

the autobahn to Berlin. It is also in close proximity to a main train station, a bus 

terminal and Hamburg’s main TV studios. Germany’s second largest supermarket 

chain (REWE) is the property’s main anchor tenant occupying 72% of the center’s 

space under a long-term lease; a further 8% of the space in the center is designated for 

medical offices and clinics.  

 

The Company intends to expand its operations in Hamburg, which is one of 

Germany’s strongest economic powerhouses; In tandem with the foregoing 

acquisition, the Company has opened a regional office in the city employing local 

managers with strong track record.  

 

Amir Gal, the President of Gazit Europe, said: “This acquisition was made after 

making a long and pedant assessment of the shopping center sector in Germany, 

which is the world’s third largest economy (with a AAA rating), and we consider it as 

having a significant potential for creating a dynamic and strong business platform, 



which will generate adequate returns in this region. The acquisition of this 

neighborhood shopping center, which is located in a growing, urban area and is 

anchored by a leading supermarket chain, is in line with the Company’s global 

business strategy”. 

 

 


